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Philippine GDP; H.K. Trade; Fed's Williams in Singapore
BEN BARIS & JUSTIN JIMENEZ, BLOOMBERG BRIEF EDITORS

WHAT TO WATCH: The probably decelerated to 6.6 percentPhilippine economy 
year-on-year growth in the first quarter, down from 6.9 percent growth in the final quarter
of 2014, 10 a.m. (See chart below.)  may have risen 1.7 percentHong Kong exports
year on year in April, following a 1.8 percent contraction in March, 4:30 p.m. Imports 
probably rose 0.2 percent. President Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco John

, a voting member of the Federal Open Market Committee, will deliver a speechWilliams
on banking supervision in Singapore at 2:20 p.m.

ECONOMICS: Japan retail trade may have rebounded to 5.5 percent year-on-year
growth in April after three consecutive months of declines, 7:50 a.m. Australia's private

 probably fell 2.2 percent in the first quarter from the previous threecapital expenditure
month period, 9:30 a.m.  first quarter data will show whether the SpecialMacau's GDP 
Administrative Region will see a third quarter of contracting growth.

GOVERNMENT: Defense Secretary Ashton Carter delivered the strongest U.S.
warning yet against China’s expansionist moves in the South China Sea, demanding a
halt to land reclamation and pledging that American forces won’t be deterred.

COMPANIES: Hsung Yueling, chairman of  became the firstNingbo Techmation Co.,
billionaire minted in Taiwan this year after the company surged to a record share price.

MARKETS: rose to a one-month high amid optimism that GreeceEuropean stocks 
has made progress on a debt deal with its creditors.

(All times local for Hong Kong.)
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Which Asian economies
are most tovulnerable 
the looming liftoff in U.S.
interest rates? Fielding

 examines whereChen
the region's risks lie.

What's gone  in thewrong
development of the euro
area? Maxime Sbaihi
looks at the sources of
crises and dysfunction in
the monetary union.

Bank of Japan Deputy Governor Kikuo
said Japan's price trend willIwata 

definitely continue to rise in the future.
Reasons Iwata gave for prices not yet
reaching 2 percent inflation were that the
negative effects of the April 2014
consumption tax hike were larger and
lasted longer than expected, as well as
the rapid and substantial fall in crude oil
prices. Read more on the .terminal

NUMBER OF THE DAY

 —65 percent  The required debt to
asset ratio for China's local government
financing vehicles that need to provide
guarantees on their securities. The
National Development and Reform
Commission relaxed rules for bond sales
as the onshore market faces its third
default in two months amid an economic
slowdown. See the full story on the
terminal .here

QUOTE OF THE DAY

"Japan has gone from zero to
two. It’s improving. But we need
to get to eight, nine or 10."

— David Herro, chief investment officer of Harris

Associates, on the  he gives Japaneserating

companies' corporate governance.

BIG PICTURE  FIELDING CHEN, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

Manufacturing May Weigh on Philippine First Quarter GDP

Philippine GDP growth in the first quarter may have slowed, weighed down by
manufacturing. Growth in both production volumes and values faltered in the first three
months of the year, responding to weaker overseas demand. Overseas remittances, which
account for nearly one-tenth of GDP, were softer compared with the previous quarter — both
before and after inflation.

— Tamara Henderson, Bloomberg Economist
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Where Emerging Asia's Vulnerabilities Lie Ahead of the Fed Rate Rise
Federal Reserve Chair Janet Yellen has

put a first interest rate rise for the U.S.
firmly on the agenda for this year. History
suggests the consequences of such a
move on Asia's economies could be far
reaching.

To assess where the region's
vulnerabilities to the Fed's looming rate
liftoff are greatest, Bloomberg Economics
examined of growth,ten indicators 
inflation and financial risks for a cross
section of emerging Asian nations.

The results suggest Hong Kong may be
hit hardest by an increase in U.S. interest
rates. The economy is heavily leveraged,
with domestic credit reaching about 220
percent of GDP as of the end of 2013.
This has fueled rapid rises in equities and
housing prices. External debt amounted
to 446 percent of GDP as of end-2014.
The city ranked low in eight out of our ten
metrics, with its weaknesses both
domestic and external. Hong Kong's
distinct profile as a mature economy with
a large financial sector would account for
some of its rankings.

Next in the line of fire is Thailand. In
contrast to Hong Kong, the country’s
vulnerabilities are mainly domestic.
Private credit is high at about 154 percent
of GDP as of end-2013 and has fueled a
boom in the property market. Indeed,
housing prices have risen about 15
percent in real terms in the past year.
Negative inflation is also a drag on the
Southeast Asian economy.

At the other end of the spectrum are the
Philippines and India, which appear
relatively resilient. The Philippines has
solid growth, stable capital flows and low
external debt. The economy is also the
least leveraged among the ten countries
we examined. Its main weakness stems
from the public sector, which had about
one-third of total debt held by foreigners
as of 2014.

 
India may also be less vulnerable to 

 external shocks, as GDP growth remains
 solid, external debt is low and the

 economy is not heavily leveraged. The
South Asian nation's risks are mostly due

 to its current account deficit, possible
asset bubbles in the stock market and a
hot housing sector.

It’s worth noting that China, the region’s
largest economy and main growth engine,
may not be as vulnerable as some
expect. High foreign reserves, low
external debt and low foreign-held public
debt all buffer the economy from external
shocks. Still, slowing growth, heavy
leverage and potential asset bubbles
mean the economy has its fair share of
home-grown problems.

The results of our assessment appear
to have been partially priced in by the
markets. Currencies of Asian countries
have fallen across the board against the
U.S. dollar in the past year, with China

being the only exception. The currencies
of countries with greater external
fragilities, based on our assessment, fell
most; Indonesia and Malaysia, ranked
seventh and eighth, saw the greatest
depreciation against the dollar during the
past year. Sovereign bond yields,
dropping across the board in the region
during the past year because of interest
rate cuts, nevertheless have not priced in
external vulnerabilities.

This data also allows a comparison of
vulnerabilities today versus the 'taper
tantrum' of the second half of 2013.
Compared with that period, Asian nations
generally are growing more slowly and
have greater financial stress. Still, lower
inflation provides more room for policy
easing to buffer the region from external
shocks, while strong current accounts in
most countries would help them to
weather the Fed’s rate normalization
cycle.

 

ASIA'S VULNERABILITIES  FIELDING CHEN, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

Asian Vulnerability Rankings and Currency Performance

http://www.bloombergbriefs.com/
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ASIA'S VULNERABILITIES  FIELDING CHEN, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

Bloomberg Economics'  rankings consist of ten indicators: GDP growth changes from last year to this year,Asian vulnerability
inflation, current account balance, volatile capital flows (including portfolio and other investment), ratio of foreign reserves to external
debt, external debt as a percentage of GDP, private credit as a percentage of GDP, ratio of public debt held by foreigners, real housing
price rise and stock price rise. These indicators aim to gauge both domestic and external fragilities against possible external shocks
such as the Fed’s rate increase. Countries are ranked by each indicator, and the sum of their rankings provides their overall
vulnerability score. A low number means a country is less vulnerable to external shocks, while a high number means greater
vulnerability. Still, Hong Kong and Singapore are offshore financial centers with mature economies, which might skew their metrics.
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TIME COUNTRY EVENT SURVEY PRIOR

7:50 Japan Japan Buying Foreign Bonds — ¥1099.2B

7:50 Japan Japan Buying Foreign Stocks — ¥39.4B

7:50 Japan Foreign Buying Japan Bonds — - ¥672.8B

7:50 Japan Foreign Buying Japan Stocks — ¥187.3B

7:50 Japan Retail Trade YoY 5.50% -9.70%

7:50 Japan Retail Sales MoM 1.10% -1.80%

7:50 Japan Large Retailers' Sales 9.10% -13.00%

9:30 Australia Private Capital Expenditure -2.20% -2.20%

10:00 Philippines GDP SA QoQ 1.40% 2.50%

10:00 Philippines GDP YoY 6.60% 6.90%

16:30 Hong Kong Exports YoY 1.70% -1.80%

16:30 Hong Kong Imports YoY 0.20% -2.70%

16:30 Hong Kong Trade Balance -47.6B -46.2B

— Macau GDP YoY — -17.20%

May 28-29 India Eight Infrastructure Industries — -0.10%
Source: Bloomberg  BCAL <GO>

All times local for Hong Kong. Survey figures updated at 4:14 a.m. 
Click on the to see a range of economist forecasts on the terminal.highlighted releases 

CURRENCIES

CALENDAR

OVERNIGHT

The  kept its keyBank of Canada
interest rate unchanged for a third
meeting and said the economy is
recovering from a drop in oil prices. Policy
makers kept the benchmark rate on
overnight loans between commercial
banks at 0.75 percent, where it’s been
since a reduction in January. All 23
economists in a Bloomberg survey
expected no change today. “Recent
indicators suggest consumption in
Canada is holding up relatively well, given
the impact of lower oil prices on gross
domestic income,” policy makers led by 

 said in aGovernor Stephen Poloz
statement. “The Bank’s assessment of
risks to the inflation profile has not
materially changed.”

Americans are growing more positive
about their families’ current financial
footing and earnings outlook, a Federal
Reserve study shows. Sixty-five percent
of respondents said their families are
“doing okay” or “living comfortably,” up 3
percentage points from 2013, according
to the Fed Board survey. Twenty-nine
percent expected their income to be
higher in the year following the survey,

  compared with 21 percent a year earlier.

Greece said it will start drafting an
accord Wednesday with international
creditors, just hours after European
officials said such an agreement was still
far away. A Greek official said an
agreement that includes changes to the
pension system and a long-term solution
on debt is close, even while admitting that
there are still disagreements with
creditors.

U.K. Prime Minister David Cameron 
outlined some of his government’s plans
to slash welfare spending, pledging to cut
the maximum amount of state support
Britons can claim and freeze rates on
most working-age benefits.

Americas

Europe

 

MARKET INDICATORS

Format: XXXUSD Curncy, size of labels based on 30-day volatility. As of 5:47 a.m.
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EURO AREA  MAXIME SBAIHI, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

Source: Bloomberg. Updated at 5:29 a.m. Hong Kong time.
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EURO AREA  MAXIME SBAIHI, BLOOMBERG ECONOMIST

What's Gone Wrong in the Euro Area (Part One)
The euro area is five years into an

existential crisis and no end is in sight.
The roots lie in the mismatch between the
initial political idea of a currency union
and the means given to make it a working
economic reality. The lack of organic,
self-corrective mechanisms in the euro
area’s structure has permitted the buildup
of imbalances and thrown many members
into their own deep crises. In this first
analysis of a three-part series, we look
closer at what went wrong. The second
and third parts — to be published later
this week — examine what has been
accomplished already and what remains
to be done to fix the currency union.

The Hope
The choice was made by a few

intellectuals to begin laying the
foundations of a monetary union, in the
expectation that sharing a currency would
prompt the economic and political union
needed to support such an arrangement.
Jean Monnet’s post-war strategy was
summarized by Tommaso
Padoa-Schioppa — one of the euro’s
founding fathers — as a chain reaction "in
which each step resolved a pre-existing
contradiction and generated a new one
that in turn required a further step
forward." Intellectuals persuaded national
governments to participate in uniting
Europe economically, one step at a time.
Thus the European Exchange Rate
Mechanism was born in 1979, with the
promise made in 1986 to scale it up to a
single market. The Maastricht Treaty was
then signed in 1992 amid monetary
turbulence that pushed the U.K. out of the
currency agreement. The euro eventually
came into being in 1999.

The Reality
From the start of the new millennium,

members of the single currency enjoyed
its benefits without any immediately
chafing constraints. Unfortunately,
institutional convergence fell short of what
was needed and they took few — too few
as it turned out — steps toward economic
integration. Common discipline merely
took the form of fiscal rules in the Stability
and Growth Pact, requiring members not
to exceed thresholds of 3 percent of GDP

for deficits and 60 percent for public debt.
Yet even these prohibitions were
ineffectively enforced, with France and
Germany escaping sanctions despite
breaches in 2003. Equally troubling, bank
supervision, taxation and spending, and
wage-setting mechanisms remained
national matters.

The Consequences
The  virtual   of sovereignevaporation

spreads between the core and the 
periphery reflected the common illusion
that a fragile design would be sufficient to
support a functional monetary union. In
July 2007, Greece could borrow for 10
years at 4.9 percent, only 20 basis points
higher than Germany’s equivalent yield,
despite very different inflation and fiscal
outlooks. Markets judged the collective
political will too strong to let a euro-area
member leave or default, despite a clear
no-bailout clause in treaties. The original
flaw of currency marriage without a
binding prenup on shared responsibilities
created ambiguity, which led to severe
mispricing of risk across a range of
lending activities, particularly in the
periphery.

  Artificially low borrowing costs were
compounded further by the European
Central Bank setting monetary policy on a
euro-area-wide basis. Doing so allowed
higher wage growth and  in theinflation
periphery to erode competitiveness and
reduce real lending rates relative to the
core. The incentive to spend in the
periphery nations was strong. And spend
they did. They filled their growing
financing needs, reflected in deeper
current account , with the core'sdeficits
saving surpluses.

The lenders are as culpable as the
borrowers — they didn't complain about
recycling their savings in the periphery,
where investments offered higher nominal
returns than at home. The imbalances
kept building over the years, leaving
periphery nations vulnerable to shocks.
And in 2008, the onset of the financial
crisis saw the plumbing clog for peripheral
countries and capital inflows came to a
sudden . The euro area woke up to a stop
balance-of-payments crisis without
access to the naturally correcting

mechanism of a floating exchange rate.
While the roots of the problems were

common, the countries didn't experience
the same crisis. Portugal and Italy
suffered a gradual loss of
competitiveness. Italy's high pre-crisis
public debt levels also reflect fiscal
mismanagement. The same can certainly
be said for Greece, which misrepresented
its public accounts. Spain and Ireland
faced the bursting of housing bubbles that
turned into sovereign debt crises as the
associated bank losses were taken on by
those states.

The Scope of the Problem
The conceptual foundations of the euro

area appeared to be cracking as the
practical fissures suddenly became
apparent. There was no lender of last
resort, no scope for fiscal transfers to
replace capital inflows, and limited labor
mobility. The crisis was made worse
because the region had no pre-existing
political solidarity or rescue mechanisms
to help distressed countries. Those
nations faced a choice between two
painful options to correct their deficits: an
internal or external devaluation. The
former meant prolonging the downturn,
the latter exiting the currency union and
accepting a sharp shock to incomes. As
leaving became a more attractive option,
the prospect of a break-up quickly turned
into contagion risk as investors woke up
to the reality. Borrowing costs for
governments rose to prohibitive levels
and private inflows had to be replaced by
public ones, in the form of unlimited
liquidity provided by the ECB as well as
bailout packages with strict conditions
attached.

Years of contentious bailout
implementation have shown the limits —
the failure, some would say — of the
currency union. Financial turbulence
originating in the U.S. revealed the euro
area’s flaws, some of which remain
uncorrected and are now fertile ground for
populist parties. In the second and third
part of this analysis, we'll see whether
Monnet's chain reaction function worked
again and what remains to be done.

Read this analysis on the Bloomberg terminal

with live charts. The series continues tomorrow

ECONOCHAT
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MARKET CALLS   BLOOMBERG NEWS

A rebound in industrial profits may signal China’s economy is bottoming, reducing the
odds of further monetary easing, according to , chief economist at . “GivenLe Xia BBVA
the high possibility that the economy is near the bottom for this year, current monetary
easing cycle should end no later than September,” he said. Capital outflows will
accelerate if monetary policies of the People's Bank of China and U.S. Fed start showing
divergence, which may keep the PBOC from cutting policy rates further, he added.

If Chinese equity markets’ bubble eventually bursts, volatility would rise and hurt
sentiment around local assets including the yuan, said , head of financialMichael Every
markets research at The bank forecasts USD/CNY at 6.42 by year-end.Rabobank. 

USD/JPY could test a 2007 high of 124.14 this week as dollar-buying momentum is
strong, according to , chief manager of forex and financial productsNobuo Ichikawa
trading at . The FX pair could test this 124.14 level ifMitsubishi UFJ Trust and Banking
the second reading of U.S. first quarter GDP is better than market expectations.

The Reserve Bank of New Zealand will cut its cash rate to 3.25 percent in June,
according to , director of strategy and economics at  TheChris Green First NZ Capital.
company, which previously forecast a rate cut in September, sees a further cut in July.

Malaysia's economy is expected to have a “soft landing” with growth easing to 4.8
percent in 2015 from 6 percent last year, Moody’s Investors Service said in a report.
Risks include low commodity prices, currency weakness and contingent liabilities,
according to , a vice president with the ratings company.Rahul Ghosh

COMMENTARY ON THE WEB

Chinese President Xi Jinping's visit to
Pakistan last month saw a commitment of
$46 billion in infrastructure investment. In
a post for the Peterson Institute for
International Economics, Sarah Oliver 
examines what China's investment plan
could mean for the South Asian nation.
Specifically, she sees that couldPakistan 
see large gains in trade, energy
production and Internet access as a result
of Xi's plan.

Instead of focusing on the Asean 
Economic Community's looming
December 2015 deadline for
establishment, it should be viewed as a
work in progress, argues Sanchita Basu

of the Institute of Southeast AsianDas 
Studies. "To simply say it will miss its
deadline is to ignore other crucial facts
about the AEC’s role and circumstances,"
she writes.
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